[1] Elevated pore pressure can lead to reactivation of slip on pre-existing fractures and faults when the static Coulomb failure is reached locally. As the pressurized region spreads diffusively, slip can accumulate quasi-statically (paced by the pore fluid diffusion) or dynamically. In this work, we consider a prestressed fault with a locally peaked, diffusively spreading pore pressure field to study (1) conditions leading to the escalation of slip and nucleation of dynamic rupture and (2) rupture run-out distance before it is arrested. Nucleation appears in this model when the fault friction decreases from its peak value with slip, while arrest of dynamic propagation is imminent on aseismic faults (i.e., such that prestress t b is less than the residual fault strength t r at ambient conditions). When fluid overpressure is a small-to-moderate fraction of the ambient value of normal effective stress (and prestress is large enough for fault slip to be activated by overpressure), dynamic rupture always nucleates, and the nucleation length increases with decreasing prestress practically independently of the overpressure value. Transition from the ultimately unstable (t b > t r ) to the ultimately stable (t b < t r ) fault loading is marked by a strong increase of the nucleation length (∝1/(t b À t r )
[1] Elevated pore pressure can lead to reactivation of slip on pre-existing fractures and faults when the static Coulomb failure is reached locally. As the pressurized region spreads diffusively, slip can accumulate quasi-statically (paced by the pore fluid diffusion) or dynamically. In this work, we consider a prestressed fault with a locally peaked, diffusively spreading pore pressure field to study (1) conditions leading to the escalation of slip and nucleation of dynamic rupture and (2) rupture run-out distance before it is arrested. Nucleation appears in this model when the fault friction decreases from its peak value with slip, while arrest of dynamic propagation is imminent on aseismic faults (i.e., such that prestress t b is less than the residual fault strength t r at ambient conditions). When fluid overpressure is a small-to-moderate fraction of the ambient value of normal effective stress (and prestress is large enough for fault slip to be activated by overpressure), dynamic rupture always nucleates, and the nucleation length increases with decreasing prestress practically independently of the overpressure value. Transition from the ultimately unstable (t b > t r ) to the ultimately stable (t b < t r ) fault loading is marked by a strong increase of the nucleation length (∝1/(t b À t r )
2 ) as t b approaches t r from above. For aseismic faults (t b < t r ), no dynamic rupture is nucleated at large fluid overpressures for all but the smallest values of prestress. The largest run-out distances of dynamic slip on aseismic faults correspond to overpressure/prestress just sufficient for slip activation. In such cases, the dynamically accumulated slip can lead to enhanced, dynamic fault weakening, resulting in a sustained dynamic rupture and generating a large earthquake. This is consistent with field observations when the largest injection-induced seismicity occurred after fluid injection ended.
Introduction
[2] Locally elevated pore pressure is a viable mechanism for reduction of fault strength and earthquake triggering. Possible sources of elevated pressure near faults, which are associated with induced or triggered seismicity, include (1) deep fluid injection into the crust for geological storage [Healy et al., 1968; Raleigh et al., 1976; Zoback and Harjes, 1997] and stimulation of geothermal and hydrocarbon reservoirs [Pearson, 1981; Warpinski and Teufel, 1987; Cornet et al., 1997; Rutledge et al., 2004] ; (2) fault-valve systems (e.g., inter-seismically impermeable fault transecting the suprahydrostatic pressure gradient [Sibson, 1992] ); and (3) metamorphic dehydration in thrust and normal fault systems [Walder and Nur, 1984; Wong et al., 1997; Ague et al., 1998; Seno, 2005] . One of the likely mechanisms of triggering is the diffusive process of pore pressure relaxation in fractured and/or porous rock [e.g., Healy et al., 1968; Hsieh and Bredehoeft, 1981; Shapiro et al., 2003 Shapiro et al., , 2006 .
[3] Although the mechanics of fault slip reactivation due to a pore pressure perturbation has been extensively studied [Hubbert and Rubey, 1959; Raleigh et al., 1976; Scholz, 1990; Rice, 1992] , there is still a considerable lack of understanding of (1) fundamental conditions under which the reactivation of fault slip by elevated pore pressure leads to the nucleation of dynamic (earthquake) rupture, (2) the extent of dynamic rupture propagation before it is arrested, and (3) what separates micro-seismic events from earthquakes.
[4] We address these questions by analyzing a simplified model of nucleation and possible arrest of dynamic slip on a pressurized fault characterized by initially uniform frictional strength and loaded by uniform prestress (background stress field). An evolving, locally peaked pore pressure profile is generated by along-the-fault diffusion from a fluid source characterized by either constant overpressure or a constant flow rate. As a result, the frictional strength of the fault, given by the product of the local normal effective stress and slip-weakening friction coefficient [Ida, 1972; Palmer and Rice, 1973; Rice, 1980; Wong, 1986] , diminishes below the background stress within the pressurized region, expanding with time. This causes a shear crack, with growth initially moderated by pressure diffusion and thus being quasi-static. The slip-weakening nature of friction suggests that quasi-static growth may eventually become unstable leading to the nucleation of dynamic rupture [Campillo and Ionescu, 1997; Ionescu and Campillo, 1999; Uenishi and Rice, 2003; Rice and Uenishi, 2010] . In this paper, we extend the approach of Uenishi and Rice [2003] , who studied nucleation due to locally peaked fault loading under dry or drained fault conditions. We determine the extent of the nucleation patch and the time to nucleation due to local changes to the fault strength resulting from a pore pressure perturbation. A similar approach has been independently used by Viesca and Rice [2012] to analyze nucleation of dynamic submarine and subareal landsliding, and numerically implemented in simulations of seismicity caused by CO 2 geological sequestration by Cappa and Rutqvist [2011] .
[5] In this first-order model we use a simple slip-dependent friction law in favor of a potentially more complete, laboratory-derived description [e.g., Marone, 1998 ] in which friction depends on slip rate and state. Tse and Rice [1986] , Dieterich [1992] , Lapusta et al. [2000] , Rubin and Ampuero [2005] , Ampuero and Rubin [2008] , among others, studied earthquake nucleation for rate-and state-dependent friction laws. Uenishi and Rice [2003] suggested, in the context of nucleation of dynamic slip on a well-healed fault, that the linear slip-weakening law may provide an approximation of the rate-and state-dependent friction of ageing type [Ruina, 1983] . They cautioned that their conjecture may require unrealistic values of friction parameters. More recently, however, Rubin and Ampuero [2005] and Ampuero and Rubin [2008] identified two end-member length scales for the nucleation patch. The first end-member is identical to that obtained by Dieterich [1992] and Uenishi and Rice [2003] for the linear slip-weakening friction law. The second endmember can be linked (see section 7.1) to Andrews' [1976] critical length scale appearing from the slip-weakening friction law with constant stress-drop. This correspondence between the end-members obtained in the context of the rateand state-dependent friction and for rate-independent slipweakening lends some confidence in using the simplified slipweakening friction framework to study earthquake nucleation.
[6] Other simplifying assumptions of this work include neglecting the effect of poroelastic changes of the background stress level [e.g., Segall, 1989; Rudnicki, 1999; Germanovich and Chanpura, 2002] , as well as the effect of inelastic changes of gouge porosity and permeability with the slip [Rice, 1992; Segall and Rice, 1995; Garagash and Rudnicki, 2003, and references therein] .
[7] The arrest of dynamic rupture is usually associated with the non-uniformity of prestress distribution and/or fault strength. Such non-uniformity can reflect, for example, finiteness of immature faults or pre-existing fractures, which results in a significantly elevated cohesive component of strength at the "tips", and geometrical complexities and the segmentation of mature faults [Sibson, 1986; Scholz, 1990] . Another possible rupture arrest mechanism, investigated further in this work, is related to the limited nature of the frictional weakening with increasing slip. This is expected to be a dominant mechanism if the rupture extent is smaller than the length scale of fault prestress/strength heterogeneity.
[8] In order to assess the run-out distance of a dynamic rupture before it is arrested, we analyze alternative quasistatic solutions for the slipping patch past the point of dynamic instability. This analysis suggests that the arrest of the dynamic rupture propagation is possible if the background loading on the fault is equal or less than the residual (weakened) fault strength at the ambient pore pressure. In this case, the dynamic rupture is nucleated from the slipping patch, which is embedded within the zone where the pore pressure is elevated by diffusion. The rupture is arrested as its front grows out to the margins of the pressurized zone. This situation is markedly different from the case where the fault state is initially close to failure (i.e., when the background stress is close to the peak fault strength at ambient conditions). Then the growth of the nucleated dynamic rupture is unabated within the constraints of the model developed in this work.
[9] We also consider a possibility that other, dynamic weakening processes (different from the "quasi-static" slip weakening during the nucleation stage) can be activated by fault frictional heating in the course of seismic slip. Depending on gouge properties and prevailing fault conditions, these weakening processes can include flash heating on asperities [Rice, 2006; Beeler et al., 2008; Rempel and Weaver, 2008] , thermal pressurization of pore fluid [Sibson, 1973; Lachenbruch, 1980; Andrews, 2002; Garagash and Rudnicki, 2003; Bizzarri and Cocco, 2006a; Rice, 2006; Garagash, 2012] , and macroscopic melting or thermal decomposition reactions [e.g., Rice, 2006; Di Toro et al., 2011, and references therein] . Recent studies of kinematic slip [Rempel and Rice, 2006] and pulse-like dynamic slip [Garagash, 2012] showed that thermal pressurization can effectively cap the temperature rise, and, in the case of a pulse-like rupture, all but rule out melting and some thermal decomposition reactions at seismogenic depth. Yet, the possibility of co-seismic melting does remain viable in the crack-like mode of rupture [e.g., Bizzarri and Cocco, 2006b] . In this work, we examine if the co-seismic flash heating or thermal pressurization can allow rupture propagation beyond the otherwise predicted arrest length. This would constitute a scenario of an earthquake nucleation on a statically strong but dynamically weak fault [Lapusta and Rice, 2003; Rice, 2006; Noda et al., 2009; Garagash, 2012] .
[10] Finally, we discuss possible implications of our results to patterns of seismicity induced by deep fluid injection and lower and upper bounds for microseismicity (determined, respectively, by minimum nucleation size and maximum run-out distance, which does not yet activate dynamic fault weakening processes). We also discuss a possible gap in magnitude between induced microseismic events and larger earthquakes [e.g., Healy et al., 1968] and a possible change of the focal mechanism from smaller to larger events.
Equilibrium of a Slip-Weakening Fault
[11] We consider a mode II or III shear crack of length 2a = a + À a À in the uniform background stress field characterized by the normal s n and shear t b components (Figure 1a ). Shear stress t on the fault plane is related to slip d (shear displacement discontinuity) by the equation of quasi-static elastic equilibrium [e.g., Bilby and Eshelby, 1968] 
where m* = m (shear modulus) for Mode III and m* = m/(1 À n) (a half of the plane-strain modulus) for Mode II, n is the Poisson's ratio. Slip rate V = ∂d/∂t vanishes at the crack tips, which imposes the following two constraints on the distribution of the shear traction t(x, t) along the crack [Rice, 1968] :
These two conditions also ensure that the stresses at the tip are bounded and continuous (i.e., vanishing tip stress intensity factors). In this work, we consider symmetric shear traction distributions, which imply that the crack is symmetric,
and that the second constraint in (2) is automatically satisfied.
[12] Inside the slipping region, the shear stress is equal to the fault shear strength,
where s n À p, also denoted as s , is the effective stress normal to the fault and the friction coefficient
decreases linearly with the slip (Figure 1b ) from its peak value f p [e.g., Ida, 1972] . The implicit assumption associated with using the unlimited slip-weakening relation (5) is that during the nucleation process, the quasi-static slip is small enough, such that the corresponding reduced strength remains above the residual fault strength. This assumption is evaluated aposteriori, and the influence of the residual fault strength on the dynamic slip nucleation and its possible arrest is considered in section 5.
[13] Elastic equilibrium (1) and constitutive laws (4)-(5) can be used to describe quasi-static development of a slipping patch in response to a change of the background loading t b [Uenishi and Rice, 2003; Dascalu et al., 2000] and/or change of the fault strength associated with the corresponding increase of pore pressure. The latter is the focus of this paper.
Fault Slip Due to Pore Pressure Loading
[14] Consider the no-slip initial conditions when the background shear stress t b is smaller than the ambient peak strength t p = f p (s n À p o ), where p o is the ambient pore pressure on the fault plane. A pore pressure perturbation Dp introduced at a given location x = 0 along the fault at t ≥ 0 causes a reduction of the shear strength. This reduction is sufficient to activate the slip if
Spreading of the region with reduced fault strength by the pore pressure diffusion results in enlarging the slip zone.
[15] To illustrate this type of slip process, consider evolving pore pressure perturbation p À p o along the fault (Figure 1a ) in the following form:
where a is the hydraulic diffusivity [L 2 /T] and P(x) is a function describing instantaneous spatial profiles of the pressure perturbation. This is a general type of spatiotemporal distribution due, for example, to the pore pressure diffusion from a point (line) source in the fault plane [e.g., Carslaw and Jaeger, 1959] . Such a situation can be envisioned if a borehole is drilled along the fault plane (orthogonal cross-section of which is shown in Figure 1a ) and fluid is injected into the borehole to trigger an earthquake in more controllable conditions than it would happen otherwise [Garagash et al., 2009; Germanovich et al., 2010 Germanovich et al., , 2011 . Examples of the injection scenarios, for which the pressure along the fault is described by (7) include fluid injection into the fault zone characterized by negligible transverse permeability, under a constant overpressure Dp,
or, at a constant flow rate q [L/T],
where h is the fluid viscosity and k is the longitudinal permeability of the fault zone. [16] An example of pressure distribution more general than (7) is given by the point (line) injection into the rock, with isotropic permeability k 1 , at distance L from the fault plane and at a constant rate Q [L 2 /T]. For a permeable fault with permeability k = k 1 ,
where x L = L/ ffiffiffiffiffi at p and Ei is the exponential integral [Abramowitz and Stegun, 1972] . In the case of an impermeable fault plane (k = 0), Dp(t) in (10) has to be increased by the factor of two.
[17] Nondimensionalizing of the set of equations (1), (2), (3)-(5), and (7) suggests that the normalized slip d/d w and the normalized half-length of the slipping patch (zone) a/a w can be expressed in terms of the normalized coordinate X = x/a, normalized time at/a w 2 , and two dimensionless loading parameters, namely, fault understress (t p À t b )/t p and fluid
are the characteristic patch length and slip weakening scale, respectively. In the case (10) of fluid injection at a distance from the fault plane, an additional parameter is the scaled distance, x L . The numerical solution method, used to solve the nondimensionalized set of equations, relies on expansion of slip into a series of Chebyshev polynomials, which is presented in Appendix A.
[18] Development of slip due to the fluid injection with the constant value of overpressure, Dp/ s o = 0.5, into a fault zone characterized by negligible transverse permeability (equations (7) and (8) . Development of (a) the crack half-length and (b) the slip at the crack center for the overpressure at the crack center Dp/s o = 0.5 and various values of the background stress t b /t p . The rightmost points of each curve (i.e., with vertical slope) correspond to the instability of quasi-static crack growth. Beyond these points, continued quasi-static growth would require either reduction of the background stress or, conceivably, injection shut-in. Dotted parts of the curves correspond to the crack growth under physically meaningless reversal of the pore pressure diffusion (time reversal) at the fixed level of background stress. shows evolution of the normalized crack half-length ( Figure 2a ) and the slip at the patch center x = 0 (Figure 2b ) with advance of the pore pressure diffusion "front" (characterized by its normalized position ffiffiffiffiffi at p /a w ) for various values of the normalized background stress t b /t p . Both time to instability (or nucleation time) and the corresponding critical length of the crack (or the length of the nucleation patch) correspond to the points with the vertical slope in Figure 2 . Values of the nucleation time and length increase with decreasing background loading (Figure 2a) , while the slip at the center reaches its maximum for the intermediate value of t b /t p ≃ 0.75 (Figure 2b ). The dotted parts of the curves correspond to the crack growth under physically meaningless reversal of the pore pressure diffusion (time decrease). Therefore, after the slip zone reaches a critical size, quasi-static equations cannot describe its further development, which corresponds to the initiation of dynamic slip (earthquake nucleation). For smaller values of the background stress (t b /t p ≤ 0.6), dotted curves in Figures 2a and 2b are terminated when the fault frictional strength (equations (4)- (5)) is reduced to zero (dashed line in Figure 1b ) at the center of the crack when d |x=0 → d w . Clearly, the frictional model with unconstrained slip-weakening (5) ought to be amended at the slip values ≳d w , for example, by introducing a non-zero residual friction. The effect of the residual friction on the dynamic slip nucleation and its possible arrest is discussed in section 5.
[19] Development of the slip and the shear stress distributions with the normalized position of the diffusion front is shown in Figures 3a and 3b , respectively, for the background stress of t b /t p = 0.75 and overpressure Dp/s o = 0.5. Bold line corresponds to the instability of the quasi-static crack growth and nucleation of the dynamic slip. Stress profiles corresponding to small times are characterized by spikes near the fluid source (the crack center).
Conditions for Nucleating Dynamic Slip
[20] Differentiating (1) with respect to time and accounting for (4) and (5), we obtain equation
governing the slip rate distribution V = ∂d/∂t along the crack, |x| < a(t). The instability of quasi-static crack growth, as illustrated in section 3, corresponds to the diverging rate of slip. Let t c be the nucleation time and a c = a(t c ) the halflength of the nucleation patch. As the instability is approached when t → t c , the bounded terms f∂ s /∂t and ∂t b /∂t in (12) become negligible when compared to the remaining diverging terms. Slip velocity, normalized by its root-meansquare, can be written as a function of the normalized coordinate X = x/a(t):
At the time of nucleation, t = t c , (12) can be then written as
[21] When the effective normal stress s(x) is known along the slipping patch, (14) is a linear homogeneous equation for the normalized slip rate distribution v(X). This equation has a non-zero solution only for values of the normalized nucleation half-length a/a w that correspond to eigenvalues of problem (14) . In the particular case of the uniform distribution of the normal effective stress along the crack (s(x) = s = const), (14) has been solved by Uenishi and Rice [2003] , with the smallest eigenvalue, which corresponds to the nucleation half-length, given by a c a w ≃ 0:579
[22] In the case of the pore pressure loading (7) due to fluid injection into the fault, we have
and the solution of (14) for the normalized half-length a c /a w of the nucleation patch depends upon two parameters: the normalized overpressure Dp(t c )/s o at the crack center and the normalized square root of the nucleation time ffiffiffiffiffiffi ffi at c p /a w (or normalized position of the pressure diffusion "front"). The corresponding magnitude of the background shear stress, required to reach nucleation, cannot be recovered from the solution of the eigenvalue problem (14), and requires solving the full set of slip equations (1)-(7) at the nucleation instant (i.e., at t = t c and a = a c for a given value of the overpressure Dp(t c ) at the patch center X = 0).
[23] Let us first consider two limiting cases when at the nucleation time, the slip zone is much larger or much smaller than the pressure diffusion scale in the fault zone. As discussed below, a "large" slip zone, a c ≫ ffiffiffiffiffiffi ffi at c p , is expected in critically loaded faults, which are stressed almost to their strength level (t p À t b ≪ f p Dp). A "small" slip zone, a c ≪ ffiffiffiffiffiffi ffi at c p , would appear in faults that are pressurized merely enough to activate the fault slip (t p À t b ≃ f p Dp) and only at the slip zone center, where the pressure is the largest. In these limiting cases, the solution at the instability can be established for a general pressurization scenario, not constrained to a specific form of the pressurization function P(x) in (7).
Nucleation on a Marginally Pressurized
[24] In this case, a localized pore pressure increment Dp is just enough to activate the fault slip near x = 0. The subsequent quasi-static growth of the slipping patch will be much slower than the diffusive growth of the pressurized zone. As a result, at the instability, the crack will be well within the pressurized region (a c ≪ ffiffiffiffiffiffi ffi at c p ), and, therefore, will be almost uniformly pressurized, so that p(x, t c ) ≃ p o + Dp for |x| ≤ a c (Figure 4a ). Consequently, an asymptotic expression for the nucleation length follows from (15) in the form of a c a w ≃ 0:579
where the limit value (t p À t b )/f p of overpressure Dp has been used to evaluate s ≈ s 0 + Dp in (15). Expression (16) gives the smallest possible nucleation length (corresponding to the smallest Dp required to activate the slip) for a given fault background loading t b . The asymptotic solution developed in Appendix B suggests the scaling
for the fault slip. The corresponding distribution d(x, t c ) is shown in Figure 5 for the case of linear (injection into transversely impermeable fault) and radial (injection into the rock with isotropic permeability) diffusions. Note that in this work, we use symbols $ and O of asymptotic order interchangeably.
[25] The respective solution for the nucleation time depends on the injection scenario. For example, in the case of fluid injection into a transversely impermeable fault at a constant injection pressure (equations (7) and (8)), the nucleation time can be recovered from equations (B4a) and (B5a) (Appendix B):
[26] For injection at a constant injection rate q = const, expression (9a) for the overpressure evolution can be alternatively written as
where (Dp) w is a characteristic pressure drop over distance a w from the crack center. Then, the expression for the time of nucleation
follows from setting Dp(t c ) in (18) to the value of (t p À t b )/f p at the slip activation, on the premise that in this case, the instability follows shortly after the activation. This assumption is valid for slow injection rates (q
[27] When the fluid is injected at a distance L from the fault plane into a rock with isotropic permeability, the nucleation time can be found in a similar fashion by approximating the nucleation time by the slip activation time, setting Dp(t c ) = (t p À t b )/f p in (10a), and solving the resulting implicit equation for L/ ffiffiffiffiffiffi ffi at c p . This approximation is permissible if the distance of the injection point from the fault is much larger than the crack length ($a w ) at the instability, i.e., if L ≫ a w .
[28] Finally, it is worth stressing that because
is consistent with the fact that we neglected the cut-off part of the slip weakening friction law (solid horizontal line in Figure 1b) . Hence, for marginally pressurized faults with a small slip zone (a c ≪ ffiffiffiffiffi at p ), the residual friction is likely not achieved by the moment of dynamic slip nucleation.
Nucleation on a Critically Loaded Fault
[29] A fault that is stressed almost to its static strength level requires only a small stress or strength perturbation to reach the instability. In the context of this paper, a small strength perturbation is achieved by finite pore pressure 
at the instability for two pressurization scenarios corresponding to a fluid source in the fault zone (e.g., equations (8) and (9)) and at a distance from it (e.g., equation (10)). Fluid flow is symmetric about x = 0.
increase Dp at the center of the crack over small injection times, such that at the instability, the size of the pressurized region is small compared to the size of the quasi-statically slipped crack, ffiffiffiffiffiffi ffi at c p ≪ a c ( Figure 4b ). As a result, the pressure is largely unperturbed (uniform) along the crack with the exception of the small pressurized "island" at the center. The corresponding asymptotic solution for the critical length of the quasi-static crack follows from (15) and s ≈ s 0 . Asymptotics outside of the small central region with perturbed pore pressure (outer solution) and inside that region (inner solution) are developed in Appendix C. At the instability, the integrated net overpressure (force) along the fault is
which allows determining the nucleation time for a particular pressurization scenario. For example, in the case of injection into transversely impermeable fault zone, using (8) and (9) evaluates DP(t c ) to (2/ ffiffiffi p p )Dp ffiffiffiffiffiffi ffi at c p (Dp = const) and ffiffiffi p p (Dp) w at c /a w (q = const), respectively. The corresponding asymptotic solutions for the nucleation time follow from (21) as
where (Dp) w is defined in (18).
[30] The outer solution suggests that the normalized slip scales with the understress when the latter is small, i.e.,
The corresponding scaled slip distribution is universal (independent of a particular pressure profile) and shown in Figure 6 (solid line). In contrast, the inner solution for the slip inside the small pressurized region does depend on the pressure distribution (Appendix C). It is presented in Figure 6 by gray lines for the case of injection into a transversely impermeable fault at constant overpressure Dp (equations (7) and (8)), and three small values of parameter = (t p À t b )/( f p Dp), which is the understress normalized by the peak strength reduction. When ≪ 1, the inner and outer slip solutions match at an intermediate distance, 0.742 ≪ x/a w ≪ 0.579, from the crack center ( Figure 6 ).
[31] The asymptotic expression for the peak slip (d |x=0 ) c at the instability follows from (C18) and can be written in a compact form upon relating Dp in parameter at the nucleation to the nucleation time (22) . As a result, we obtain
where B ≃ 1.127 (Dp = const) and 0.860 (q = const).
Numerical Solution at the Instability
[32] Consider first injection into the transversely impermeable fault zone at constant injection pressure. Per (7) and (8) in this injection scenario, the effective normal stress along the fault is s(x) = s 0 À DpP(x) with P(x) = Erfc |x|. In general, the solution of the linear eigenvalue equation (14) for the normalized nucleation half-length a c /a w and the normalized slip rate distribution v(X), expressed as a function of Dp/s o and ffiffiffiffiffiffi ffi at c p /a w , does not explicitly depend on the background stress and its spatial distribution. As discussed later in this section, to determine the background stress magnitude for a given spatial profile, one needs to solve the full problem, (1)- (7), not just its eigenvalue reduction. In the meantime, we use the method of Chebyshev polynomial representation (section A1) to solve (14). Figure 7 illustrates the solution for the nucleation length for various values of the overpressure and the time to instability. The maximum overpressure value that we use, Dp/s o = 1, corresponds to the complete loss of frictional strength at the injection point and possible onset of the along-the-fault hydraulic fracture. Note that because s o is, generally, not the least effective normal stress, it is also possible that hydraulic fracture may be initiated and propagated off the fault plane for Dp less than s o . It can be seen in Figure 7 that the Uenishi and Rice [2003] value (20) of the normalized nucleation length is recovered for small nucleation times (i.e., when the pore pressure perturbation is localized near the crack center), which, as shown in this section, is synonymous to a critically loaded fault.
[33] The value of the uniform background stress t b required to reach the instability is recovered from the numerical solution of the full set of equations (1)- (7) (section A1) at the nucleation instant, characterized by the normalized critical crack length a c /a w given in Figure 7 . This value allows us to recast the critical crack half-length and the nucleation time in terms of the two loading parameters, the fault understress (t p À t b )/t p and the fluid overpressure Dp/s o (Figures 8a  and 8c ). The corresponding slip at the crack center is shown in Figure 8e . For a given value of the overpressure, the solution exists in the range of background loading conditions, 0 < (t p À t b )/t p ≤ Dp/s o , where the lower and upper bounds of the understress t p À t b correspond to the asymptotics of the critically loaded and marginally pressurized faults, respectively. As already discussed, and further supported by the numerical solution, these asymptotic cases are characterized by the vanishing slip ( Figure 8e ) and the extreme values of the nucleation time. The latter vanishes for the low end and diverges for the high end values of the understress. To emphasize the relation of the general solution and its asymptotics, the solution for the critical crack half-length, the square root of the nucleation time, and the corresponding peak slip are recast in Figure S1 in the auxiliary material, in the scaling of a marginally pressurized fault.
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[34] The prominent feature of Figure 8a and its scaled representation, Figure S1a in the auxiliary material, is the weak dependence of the nucleation length on the fluid pressure. In other words, the nucleation length is largely controlled by the proximity of the fault loading to the static strength, quantified by the understress parameter (t p À t b )/t p . The minimum nucleation length for a given background loading is given by the asymptote of the marginally pressurized fault,
corresponding to the minimum value of pressure required to activate the slip. The maximum nucleation length is constrained by the value of the overpressure that would cause an incipient fault opening (hydraulic fracture) and the local loss of shear strength. It can be approximated (with < 1% error) by a two term expression
[35] Change of the pressure boundary condition at the fluid source from a constant overpressure (equation (8)) to a constant fluid flux condition (equation (9)) leaves the nucleation length, including its minimum (24) and maximum (25) [36] Although the numerical solutions at instability reported here are limited to two particular injection scenarios, Figure S1 in the auxiliary material suggests that accurate order-of-magnitude estimates of the nucleation length, time, and peak slip, can be obtained for a different injection scenario by interpolating between the two analytical asymptotes.
Effect of Residual Friction on Nucleation and Arrest of Dynamic Slip
[37] So far, the nucleation of the dynamic slip propagation due to the fault pressurization has been addressed in terms of the ideal linear slip-weakening of the fault friction (dashed line in Figure 1b ). Physical extent of this weakening (at least under quasi-static slip conditions) is limited. That is, the friction is more likely to reach, eventually, a finite residual value at a large enough slip. Related questions are: (1) Can the limited Figure 7 . Solution of the eigenvalue problem (14) in the case of constant overpressure (Dp = const). Normalized crack half-length a c /a w is shown as a function of the square root of the normalized time to instability ffiffiffiffiffiffi ffi at c p /a w and normalized overpressure Dp/s o . This nucleation relationship (a c vs. t c and Dp) is applicable to an arbitrary spatial profile of the background stress. Its magnitude t b is uniquely determined from the solution of the full problem, (1)- (7), at the instability (see Figures 8a, 8c , and 8e for a uniform background stress profile). Normalized crack half-length, (c-d) square root of time, and (e-f ) slip at the crack center at the instability as functions of the fault understress (t p À t b )/t p for various constant values of the prescribed fluid overpressure Dp/s o (left) and injection rate q/q w (right), where q w = (k/h)(s 0 /a w ) is a characteristic flow rate. In the case of constant injection rate, the contour lines of the overpressure at nucleation, (8) and (9)) are very close, while the sufficiently larger nucleation time is required in the case of constant overpressure (i.e., the dashed lines in Figure 8d are lower than the solid lines in Figure 8c , which is somewhat obscured by the semi-logarithmic scale).
nature of the fault friction weakening alter or suppress the dynamic instability? (2) Can it arrest otherwise dynamic rupture propagation? In this section, these questions are addressed by examining changes to the states of quasi-static crack equilibrium when the friction law (5) is amended by postulating that the friction slip-weakening is limited to the residual value, f r , reached at the slip value of d r = (f p À f r )/w:
[38] In relation to the first question, we note that since the slip on critically loaded (t p À t b ≪ f p Dp) or marginally pressurized (t p À t b ≃ f p Dp) faults at the instability is small, the nucleation of dynamic slip for such faults is not affected by the limited slip-weakening. Further, examination of Figure 8e suggests that the peak slip at the instability (d |x = 0 ) c in the model without residual friction may reach the minimum value d r = (1 À f r /f p )d w at which the residual friction is probed only if the overpressure is large enough and the understress is within an intermediate subset from the range of 0 < t p À t b < f p Dp. For example, taking a representative value f r /f p = 0.6 (discussed in section 7.2) results in d r /d w = 0.4, and Dp/s o ≳ 0.6 (more precisely ≳0.565) is required to reach the residual friction level prior to the instability for these intermediate values of the understress (Figure 8e ).
Numerical Examples
[39] Solution of the scaled set of equations (1)- (4), (26) and (7) for the normalized crack half-length a/a w and slip d/d w is a function of normalized time at/a w 2 , understress (t p À t b )/t p , overpressure Dp/s o , and the ratio of the residual to the peak friction coefficients, f r /f p . Since the slipweakening region may no longer extend over the entire slip zone, resulting in a non-smooth stress distribution along it, the problem is more conveniently treated numerically by the piecewise constant displacement discontinuity (DD) method, as outlined in section A2.
[40] The development of the quasi-static crack (the crack length and the peak slip at the crack center) due to the pressurization of a slip-weakening fault with residual friction f r /f p = 0.6 is examined in Figure 9 for three values of the overpressure and various values of the understress (t p À t b )/ t p from the corresponding ranges of (0, Dp/s o ). Dotted lines show the solution for the model with unlimited slip weakening. Solutions for these two fault friction models are identical for d ≤ d r (e.g., compare Figure 9b to Figure 2 for Dp/s o = 0.5). If the peak slip (at the crack center) exceeds the threshold of d r , a different path of the crack evolution before and after the initial instability can be realized.
[41] In the case of a small overpressure and the corresponding range of large background stress values (Figure 9a ), the slip accumulated during the quasi-static growth of the crack to the instability is small, and, as anticipated, the nucleation of dynamic rupture (da/dt → ∞) is not affected by the residual friction. Furthermore, there exist no quasi-static crack states with a > a c , suggesting that the dynamic rupture propagation is unabated, at least, within the confines of the model of a homogeneous fault loaded by a uniform background stress.
[42] In the case of a moderate overpressure (Figure 9b ), the initial instability is still unaffected by the residual friction, i.e., the peak slip at the instability is smaller than the residual value. However, different scenarios of the development of ensuing dynamic rupture can be forecasted based on the level of the background loading. For example, consider a possible path for the crack evolution with t b /t p = 0.55, as shown by arrows in Figure 9b . The crack growth occurs in three distinct episodes: (1) quasi-static crack development toward the initial point of instability A, (2) dynamic slip episode arrested at point B, and (3) subsequent quasistatic expansion of the slip zone. A necessary condition for the transition from the dynamic propagation back to the quasi-static one is linked to the existence of alternative quasi-static solution branches (for given fixed values of the background stress and overpressure) characterized by the increasing crack length with time. We observe that no such alternative branches exist for relatively large background stress (t b /t p ≳ 0.74 in Figure 9b ), when the fault is relatively close to failure even prior to the pressurization. In this case, the limited amount of slip-weakening is sufficient to drive dynamic rupture without further pressurization. For smaller values of the background stress (0.5 < t b /t p ≤ 0.6), approaching the minimum set by the overpressure value, the pressurization is essential to drive the dynamic crack growth. Indeed, the transition from the dynamic slip (nucleated when the crack tips were well behind the pressure diffusion front ffiffiffiffiffi at p ) to the second quasi-static slip episode takes place when the crack tip "catches up" with the pressure diffusion "front".
For intermediate values of the background stress (0.6 < t b /t p < 0.74 in Figure 9b ), the crack evolution has two instability episodes: the first dynamic slip is arrested and followed by the intermediate period of quasi-static slip, which eventually leads to the re-nucleation and sustained propagation of the dynamic rupture. The evolution of stress and slip profiles for these three types of solution trajectories is controlled by the level of the background stress and illustrated in Figure S2 in the auxiliary material.
[43] Finally, in the case of large overpressure (Figure 9c ), the development of slip is qualitatively similar to the previous case of a moderate overpressure for large and small values of the background stress, when the initial instability is not affected by the limited nature of fault-weakening. Namely, large background stress corresponds to a near-critical fault (e.g., t b /t p = 0.8) when the propagation of the dynamic rupture is unrestricted. In contrast, small background stress corresponds to a marginally pressurized fault (e.g., t b /t p = 0.3) when dynamic rupture is arrested. Different types of fault slip development are observed in the intermediate loading range (0.36 ≲ t b /t p < 0.8), where the initial slip instability is altered by the limited friction weakening. In the ultimately stable part of this range (0.36 ≲ t b /t p ≤ 0.6) the instability is suppressed completely, as a higher level of the quasi-static slip, compounded by lower background stress, results in the stabilization of the fault strength (at the residual value) before the instability can develop. In the ultimately unstable part of this stress range (0.6 < t b /t p < 0.8), the instability takes place at a larger quasi-static crack length than otherwise predicted in the model without the residual friction, and ensuing dynamic rupture propagation is unrestricted.
[44] We note that the existence of the alternative quasistatic crack solutions associated with the arrest of dynamic Figure 9b shows quasi-static evolution of the crack toward the point of instability A, followed by dynamic propagation episode (vertical arrow), which is arrested at point B, after which the crack resumes quasi-static expansion.
propagation is the necessary condition for the arrest, while the sufficiency has not been established here, and may require explicit solution for dynamic crack propagation. To this end, Viesca and Rice [2012] used numerical simulations of dynamic rupture nucleated on a fault with limited slipweakening in a similar problem. They show that the dynamic rupture is indeed arrested at/near the states predicted from the quasi-static solution with a limited amount of dynamic overshoot.
Small Scale Yielding
[45] Fault responses to the pressurization observed in the model with a residual fault friction fall in two general categories of ultimately stable (with or without a dynamic episode) and ultimately unstable slips. The corresponding criteria, as well as the relevant asymptotic behavior of the fault can be discerned from the analysis when the quasistatic crack length is large compared to the characteristic value a w , such that the strength slip-weakening is localized to a small zone near the crack tip. In fact, this localization can be directly observed from the slip and stress distributions corresponding to the solutions shown in Figures S2b and S2c in the auxiliary material. In this case, we use the small scale yielding (s.s.y.) approach [Rice, 1968; Palmer and Rice, 1973] and evaluate the fracture energy as
on the assumption that the effective normal stress is approximately constant within the (small) end zone and equal to s(a).
[46] On the other hand, the stress intensity factor (SIF), K, that would exist at a tip of the crack, loaded by the far field stress t b and by the shear traction equal to the residual fault strength f r s, can be written as a sum of the SIF at ambient conditions and the perturbation DK due to the pressurization:
where
and t r = f r s o is the residual strength at ambient conditions. This allows for the evaluation of the rate G = K 2 /(2m*) at which the elastic energy can be quasi-statically released into a crack tip region in the event of crack propagation. Then, the crack propagation criterion G = G*, or, equivalently,
yields the asymptotic solution for the crack length a.
[47] This asymptotic solution is generally in good agreement with the full numerical solution when the crack is large enough. We do not show it here, because a more accurate version of the s.s.y. solution can be obtained by replacing a in (28) with an effective crack length a eff = a À 0.466d (Appendix D), where d = 0.466(p/2)(s o /s(a))a w is the size of the end zone [Dempsey et al., 2010 ]. This improved s.s.y. solution, plotted by gray lines in Figure 9 (left), is in excellent agreement with the full solution when a ≳ 2a w .
Ultimate Stability
[48] The condition for the ultimate stability of the pressurized fault requires that the slipping patch can be stably (quasi-statically) grown to the infinite size in infinite pressurization time, or, in other words, that the s.s.y. solution possesses the asymptotic limit of a → ∞ when t → ∞.
Rewriting (29) ds and taking into account that in our case (i.e., fluid diffusion) p(as, t) À p o > 0 and momothonically decreases with increasing a, we observe that the integral in DK decreases with a. This suggests that DK either decreases with a or, at least, grows slower than ffiffi ffi a p as a → ∞. Therefore, the first term in (28) is the leading one and K → À∞ if
In reality, negative values of K are unattainable because the patch will stop growing as soon as K becomes less than ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi 2m * G * p . Its further growth is only possible when the pressure increases to maintain K = ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi 2m * G * p . Hence the necessary and sufficient condition (31) implies that stable, quasi-static growth of the slipping patch during sustained fault pressurization requires that the background stress value is less than the value of the residual fault strength at ambient conditions.
[49] When t b > t r , K → ∞ as a → ∞ in (28). We, therefore, predict, not surprisingly, an imminent fault slip instability if t b > t r .
[50] Note that the stability criterion (31) is in agreement with the numerical solution for the development of the quasistatic slipping patch on a fault with residual friction f r /f p = 0.6 (Figure 9 ). In this case, the neutrally stable trajectory corresponds to t b /t p = t r /t p = 0.6 while the solution trajectories for higher and lower background stresses correspond to ultimately dynamic and quasi-static slip, respectively (Figures 9b  and 9c) . The above asymptotic consideration suggests that for t b /t p < t r /t p = 0.6, crack length a increases quasi-statically at large times. Hence, the crack growth is stable at t → ∞, which would be difficult to establish purely numerically. We also note that a large enough pressure perturbation, Dp/s o ≥ 1 À f r /f p , is required in order to activate slip, (6), on an ultimately stable fault, (31).
Large Nucleation Patch Near
[51] When t b is just above the residual strength t r , the length of the final nucleation patch is large and its front is well ahead of the "front" of the pressurized zone (also large). This means that a ≫ ffiffiffiffiffi at p ≫ a w and s(a) ≃ s o , which can be seen, for example, for the t b /t p = 0.65 trajectory in the left parts of Figures 9b and 9c . We note that the separation of scales between the slipping patch and the pressurized zone also arises on critically stressed faults (t b ≃ t p , Figure 4b ), but in this case, the nucleation patch scales with a w while the pressurized zone is small (i.e., a $ a w ≫ ffiffiffiffiffi at p ).
[52] A "point force" asymptote, p(x, t) À p o ≃ DP(t)d Dirac (x), can be used again to represent a relatively small pressurized region, centrally located within the crack, when evaluating the corresponding contribution to the stress intensity factor. Then DK(a, t) = f r DP(t)/ ffiffiffiffiffi ffi pa p in (28). Differentiating propagation criterion (30) in time, and passing to the nucleation limits, a → a c and da/dt → ∞, we find that DK = DK c = (t b À t r ) ffiffiffiffiffiffiffi pa c p at the nucleation. Substituting this expression back in (30), we recover the large nucleation patch asymptote, a c a w ≃ 1 4p
The corresponding nucleation time is recovered from DK(a c , t c ) = DK c . As above, a more accurate asymptote is obtained from (32) by replacing a c with the effective nucleation size of a c À 0.341a w (Appendix D).
[53] Equation (32) was independently reported by Viesca [2011] . Expressing the characteristic length (11) in terms of the slip-weakening distance d r and substituting the result, a w = m*d r /(t p À t r ), in (32), one obtains the expression which agrees (up to a factor of 1/4) with Andrews' [1976] critical crack length L c . The similarity between the large a c asymptote (32) and L c reflects the s.s.y. nature of the corresponding shear crack solutions. The difference in the prefactor reflects different loading conditions. That is, a c in (32) appears from the point-force-like pore pressure distribution applied at the center of the crack (combined with the background stress), while L c in Andrews' [1976] work is the minimum length for a propagating crack loaded only by the uniform background stress.
Large Dynamic Run-Out on a Marginally
[54] In seismology, "aseismic" faults are often defined as creeping faults that never host a dynamic rupture. This definition is typically constrained by excluding earthquakes of sufficiently small magnitude (e.g., micro earthquakes) or not consistent with the fault plane. In the history of fault evolution, however, the loading conditions or fault strength may change resulting in sizable seismic events and dynamic rupture on the fault that previously was aseismic [e.g., McGuire et al., 1997] . In this work, a fault is considered to be aseismic in its current state, that is, before the onset of change of the background loading, fluid pressure, or rock strength. To avoid confusion, we define a fault to be aseismic if prestress t b is less than the residual fault strength t r at the ambient conditions.
[55] In the case of marginally pressurized aseismic faults, the nucleation time is large and the corresponding size of the pressurized region is much larger than the nucleation patch size (Figure 4a) , resulting in the large run-out distances of the dynamic rupture before the arrest, so that a = a arrest ≫ a w . Indication of this behavior can be seen in Figure 9b (left) for values of the background stress t b /t p approaching the minimum value 1 À Dp/s o = 0.5 required to activate the quasistatic slip for the considered value 0.5 of the overpressure Dp/s o (further discussed in section 5.6). Since K = ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi ffi 2m * G * p in (30) is bounded, (28) suggests that to the first-order DK ≃ (t r À t b ) ffiffiffiffiffi ffi pa p when a ≫ a w . The corresponding asymptotic expressions for the arrested crack length and dynamically accrued peak slip (at the crack center when it is arrested) on a marginally pressurized fault are given in Appendix E.
[56] These asymptotes suggest that for a given value of the residual friction, the run-out distance roughly tracks the pressurized fault length $ ffiffiffiffiffiffi ffi at c p (see, e.g., (17) and (19) for particular pressurization scenarios) and the peak accrued slip $(t p /m*) ffiffiffiffiffiffi ffi at c p . The exception to these estimates corresponds to the vicinity of the lower (upper) bound of the understress and overpressure when the run-out distance is much larger (smaller) than the size of the pressurized region. The lower and upper bounds of the understress and overpressure on a marginally pressurized fault correspond to the transition to the ultimately unstable fault behavior (t b = t r ) and to hydraulic fracturing (Dp = s o ), respectively.
Main Results for the Effects of Residual Friction
[57] The main findings of the numerical solutions and asymptotic analyses are illustrated in Figures 10 and 11 in the case (8) of constant overpressure. Figure 10 shows the crack length (left) and peak slip (right) at the (re-) nucleation and arrest of dynamic rupture on a fault with f r /f p = 0.6 as a function of the fault understress for the same three values of the fluid overpressure considered previously in Figure 9 . Figure 11 maps all stable and unstable regimes of slip evolution (as discussed in this section and illustrated in numerical examples in Figures 9 and 10 ) in the parametric space of the understress and overpressure. A similar regime map in the case (9) of injection with constant flow rate is shown in Figure S5 in the auxiliary material.
[58] According to the asymptotic analysis (sections 5.2 and 5.3), a fault is ultimately unstable when the background stress magnitude exceeds the residual static strength at the ambient pore pressure (i.e., when t b > t r ). This agrees with the numerical results ( Figure 10 ) for t p À t b < t p À t r = 0.4t p or t b > t r = 0.6t p . The nucleation of unstable sliding takes place on "smaller" patches within the range defined by (24) and (25) when t b is sufficiently larger than t r , and the fault residual strength is not reached in the course of the slip leading to the nucleation (i.e., t > t r , see region 2a in Figure 11 ). The (re-) nucleation of dynamic slip on "larger" patches (32) takes place when t b approaches t r from above (regions 2b and 3 in Figure 11 ) and a large part of the slipping patch has achieved the residual friction. This can be seen, for example, for ranges (0.26, 0.4) and (0.2, 0.4) of the normalized understress (t p À t b )/t p in Figures 10b  and 10c , respectively. ffiffiffiffiffiffi ffi at c p /a w , at the (re-) nucleation. The rate of dynamic slip per unit crack advance (from the nucleation to arrest) is shown in Figures 10b and 10c , right axis. For larger values of the overpressure (Figures 10c and 10d ) the nucleation length/peak slip in the model with residual friction differs from that in the model with unlimited weakening (dotted line in Figure 10c ) in a range of the background stress t b . In the case with residual friction, nucleation is suppressed all together on ultimately stable faults (t b < t r ), with the exception for a small range of low t b values near the marginal-pressurization condition (Figure 10c ). This range vanishes as Dp → s 0 (Figure 10d ). [59] Faults are ultimately stable when t b < t r , but the pattern of slip development depends on the level of pressurization and that of the background stress. For sufficiently large fluid overpressure (e.g., for Dp/s o = 0.75 in Figure 10c ), no nucleation of dynamic rupture takes place when the residual fault strength is reached within the quasi-statically expanding slipping patch (regime 4, Figure 11 ). Such behavior is characteristic for intermediate values of the fault loading, which maximize quasi-static slip (0.4 < (t p À t b )/t p < 0.64 in Figures 10c) . This stabilizing trend with increasing overpressure persists as the overpressure is increased to the level of the ambient effective stress (Dp/s o = 1 in Figure 10d ), which corresponds to the incipient hydraulic fracturing condition at the fluid source. In this case, dynamic rupture is suppressed entirely in the ultimately stable fault loading range, t b < t r , (corresponding to the understress range 0.4 < (t p À t b )/t p < 1 in Figures 10d  and 11) .
[60] On the other hand, for moderate to large overpressure (Dp/s o > (t p À t r )/t p in Figures 10b, 10c, and 11) , nucleation of dynamic rupture on "small" patches is followed by the eventual arrest when the background stress is sufficiently low (regime 2c in Figure 11 ).
[61] Finally, we note that longer run-out distances of the dynamic rupture and larger dynamically accumulated slip are expected for marginally pressurized faults, when the fluid overpressure is at the minimum required to activate the fault slip (i.e., (t p À t b )/t p → Dp/s o in Figures 10b and 10c) . Large run-out distances may favor activation of other (dynamic) fault weakening mechanisms during a prolonged dynamic slip episode that, in turn, may lead to a run-away dynamic rupture Figure 11 . Map of different slip regimes in the space of the normalized understress (t p À t b )/t p and overpressure Dp/s o for f r /f p = 0.6. 1. No fault slip (overpressure is not sufficient to activate slip). 2. Nucleation of dynamic slip is not affected by the residual friction f r (i.e., the slip at nucleation d c is less than d r ); distinct sub-regimes correspond to different outcomes of dynamic slip, that is, (2a) unabated dynamic rupture, (2b) arrest, followed by re-nucleation of unabated dynamic rupture, and (2c) arrest (ultimately stable fault). 3. Nucleation of dynamic slip, affected by f r , leading to unabated dynamic rupture. 4. No dynamic slip nucleation for "large" overpressure on ultimately stable fault. Dependencies of the crack length and the peak slip at the nucleation, arrest, and re-nucleation on the understress for different values of overpressure (from the 'small', 'moderate', and 'large' overpressure ranges, as defined in the Figure) are illustrated in Figures 10a, 10b, 10c , and 10d, respectively. The line d c = d r , which separates the parametric regions where dynamic instability is and is not affected by the level of the residual friction f r , respectively, is evaluated from the solution with unlimited friction slip-weakening (Figure 8e ). and a larger earthquake. This effect of dynamic weakening mechanisms is discussed below.
Effect of Dynamic Weakening
[62] Can dynamic rupture, that is otherwise bound for arrest under conditions (26) of limited quasi-static weakening, run-away? Our model with the residual quasi-static friction predicts that faults with background loading less than the residual strength (equation (31)) are ultimately stable, yet may exhibit an episode of dynamic slip (e.g., region 2c in Figure 11 ) confined to the zone with perturbed pore pressure. Interestingly, dynamic ruptures nucleated on marginally pressurized faults tend to run out the longest distance prior to the arrest (e.g., Figure 10 , left), owing to the fact that nucleation under the marginal pressure conditions requires a pressurized region far-exceeding the length of the fracture at the initial instability. It is plausible to think that the longer the distances of dynamic crack propagation and, therefore, the higher the dynamically accumulated slip on the fault (Figure 10, right) , the higher the likelihood that other (dynamic) weakening mechanisms can be activated in the course of a dynamic rupture episode. These mechanisms may allow rupture to propagate dynamically beyond the otherwise predicted arrested length. This would constitute a scenario of an earthquake nucleation on a statically strong, but dynamically weak fault [Lapusta and Rice, 2003; Rice, 2006; Noda et al., 2009] . This possibility is examined below for two generic dynamic weakening mechanisms related to the frictional heating in the course of seismic slip.
Flash Heating on Asperities
[63] The first mechanism corresponds to the "flash heating on microscopic asperities" along a thin principal shear zone [Rice, 2006, and references therein] , resulting in significant reduction of the macroscopic friction in laboratory experiments when the slip rate exceeds a threshold value of $0.1 m/s [e.g., Di Toro et al., 2011] . A dynamic rupture episode in the model with residual quasi-static friction (for sufficiently low values of the background stress) is characterized by the average normalized rate of slip, (Dd/Da) dyna $ t p /m*, per unit of dynamic crack growth increment (Figures 10b  and 10c , heavy-dotted lines, right axes). The corresponding average dynamic slip rate is estimated by
where v r is the velocity of dynamic rupture propagation. Assuming v r $ 1 km/s, t p $ 20-100 MPa (which roughly corresponds to 1-7 km depth), and m* $ 30 GPa, we estimate V dyna $ 0.6-3 m/s > 0.1 m/s. This simple consideration shows that the flash heating mechanism can be realistically activated during a dynamic rupture episode following the initial fault instability. Therefore, this mechanism can potentially prevent the arrest, predicted otherwise, leading to the unabated dynamic propagation (and a large earthquake). We note, however, that an explicit solution for the dynamic rupture propagation driven by the slip-rate weakening ("flash heating") mechanism is necessary to validate the latter possibility, which is outside the scope of this paper.
Thermal Pressurization
[64] Another generic mechanism of dynamic fault weakening corresponds to thermal pressurization resulting from the mismatch between the thermal expansivity of the pore fluid and that of the pore space [Sibson, 1973; Lachenbruch, 1980] . This mismatch leads to the fluid pressure increase with accumulated slip, unless diffusion and/or fault gouge dilatancy [e.g., Garagash and Rudnicki, 2003 ] is efficient enough to dissipate such increases. During the quasi-static fault slip, the timescale of the pore pressure diffusion across the thickness of the principal shear zone is likely to be much smaller than the timescale of the frictional heating, which effectively suppresses thermal pressurization (e.g., for seismogenic crust) [Segall and Rice, 2006] . On the contrary, during the dynamic slip, the rate of diffusion may be well below the rate of shear heating, resulting in essentially undrained, adiabatic response of the principal shear zone and in the maximum thermal pressurization effect. We further assume that the latter is true during a dynamic rupture episode, resulting in the following undrained, adiabatic pressurization equations along the fault [Lachenbruch, 1980] :
These equations represent the fluid balance under the undrained conditions, and the energy balance for the principal shear zone of thickness h under the adiabatic conditions, respectively. Here T is the temperature, L is the undrained pressurization coefficient, and rc is the volumetric heat capacity of the fault gouge. In view of the explicit dependence (4) of the fault frictional strength on slip, equations (33) can be integrated to obtain the slip-dependence of the pressure, and, consequently, of the fault strength, as follows:
where d i and s i = s n À p i are certain initial values of the slip and the effective normal stress, respectively. In the context of the dynamic slip nucleation and ensuing activation of the thermal pressurization mechanism, the initial state in (34) corresponds to that at the instability of the quasi-static slip, i.e., d i (x) = d(x, t c ) and s i (x) = s n À p(x, t c ). The extent of dynamic slip weakening, associated with the exponential term in (34), depends on the cumulative dynamic slip, d À d i , in relation to the characteristic slip-weakening distance, that can be defined as (
Since the maximum dynamic slip is $d w for arrested dynamic ruptures in the model without the dynamic weakening (Figures 10b (right) and 10c (right), the dynamic fault weakening in that range of slip is scaled by the ratio d w /(d w ) dyna (except for conditions of marginally pressurized fault where the dynamic slip may be much larger, and so would be the anticipated dynamic weakening). For crustal rocks, rc $ 3 MPa/ C, L $ 1 MPa/ C, f p $ 0.6 [e.g., Lachenbruch, 1980; Rice, 2006] , so (d w ) dyna $ 5h. The principal shear zone thickness h is not well constrained. Sub-mm to cm values of h have been suggested for seismic slip on mature faults [Wibberley, 2002; Chester et al., 2004; Rice, 2006] . Such small values may have resulted from multiple, severe localization events of slip [Platt et al., 2010] , but larger values cannot be ruled-out at the earthquake nucleation or for shear fractures propagating through fresh rock. Thus, (d w ) dyna may be roughly in mm to decimeter range, which, in view of a plausible sub-mm to mm range for d w (see further in section 7.2), suggests that the magnitude of the dynamic fault weakening due to thermal pressurization (scaled by the ratio d w /(d w ) dyna ) is small for all but the marginally pressurized initial fault conditions.
[65] Dependence (34) of the undrained-adiabatic thermal pressurization on the slip (but not on the slip rate) allows us to develop conditions for possible arrest of dynamic rupture without referring to explicit dynamic solutions. Indeed, the arrested state of the dynamic rupture can be described by a quasi-static crack solution for the same strength-slip relation (34). Thus, the necessary arrest condition corresponds to the existence of such a quasi-static solution with a > a c and slip exceeding d(x, t c ).
[66] To simplify the task of numerical search for the arrested slip solutions, we solve for fictitious quasi-static growth of the crack past the instability (a > a c ) when the fault strength is described by (34) by incrementing the crack length a > a c while allowing the background stress t b to change from its true value. The state of the arrested dynamic growth is recovered when the value of t b in the fictitious solution returns to its true value (if it does).
[67] The piecewise constant slip numerical method outlined in section A2 is used for the fictitious quasi-static crack solution. Examples of these solutions and the corresponding arrested states (when they exist) are shown in Figure 12 for several values of the true background stress (or the understress), as indicated by the intercepts of the vertical lines, and the fixed value of the fluid overpressure Dp/s 0 = 0.5 in the model with residual friction f r /f p = 0.6 and d w / (d w ) dyna = 0.1. The two arrested states with the vertical tangent at the corresponding true values of the fault understress define the range for the rupture arrest. This range is reduced compared to the one without the dynamic weakening mechanism, as further examined in Figure 13 for various values of the characteristic slip weakening distance ratio d w / (d w ) dyna . The arrest range of the understress is reduced from 0.26 ≤ (t p À t b )/t p ≤ 0.5 for the zero value of the ratio (no dynamic weakening) to an empty set for d w /(d w ) dyna ≳ 0.14.
[68] The magnitude of the dynamic weakening due to the thermal pressurization of pore fluid is estimated to be relatively small due to the fact that most of dynamic weakening is expected to occur at the slip scale of (d w ) dyna , which is likely larger than the slip $d w that would be accumulated during a dynamic rupture episode without dynamic weakening effects. Yet we observe from the above example that the effect of the dynamic weakening to increase the rupture run-out distance is not negligible for d w /(d w ) dyna ≳ 0.1. Figure 12 . Example of "quasi-static" calculations to determine the effect of a dynamic slip-weakening mechanism (thermal pressurization of the shear zone under undrained, adiabatic conditions) on the arrest of dynamic rupture in the model with residual friction f r /f p = 0.6 and fixed fluid overpressure Dp/s o = 0.5. For a given value of the background stress t b , the thermal pressurization mechanism is switched on and the injection is stopped at the instability (t = t c and a = a c ) of the quasi-static crack growth (shown with an open circle). Past this moment, a fictitious quasistatic growth solution, which now includes t b as an unknown, is evaluated for incremented crack length a > a c . During the latter stage, the undrained shear strength decays over slip distances $(d w ) dyna = (rc/f c L)h, where rc is the gouge heat capacity, f c is the friction coefficient at the instability, L = dp/dT is the undrained thermal pressurization factor, and h is the thickness of the principal shear zone. The arrest conditions are met at a arrest > a c (shown by a red dot) if the value of t b in the fictitious quasi-static solution reaches the true value of t b there (indicated by a vertical line). The solution shows that the arrest condition is met over a narrower range of background stress, 0.33 ≲ t b /t p ≲ 0.44, than in the solution without the dynamic weakening, 0.26 ≲ t b /t p ≲ 0.5 (Figure 10b ). Figure 13 . Crack half-length at the arrest of dynamic propagation as a function of the background stress for various degrees of dynamic weakening, d w /(d w ) dyna = {0, 0.05, 0.1, 0.125}, in the model with residual friction f r /f p = 0.6 and fixed overpressure Dp/s o = 0.5. Increasing the ratio of the static-to-dynamic slip weakening distances corresponds to increasing dynamic weakening, with the zero value equivalent to no dynamic weakening (Figure 10b ). The range of background stress where the arrest condition is met shrinks with increasing effect of the dynamic weakening and vanishes for d w /(d w ) dyna ≳ 0.14.
Furthermore, values of this ratio as low as 0.14 (for the considered value of the overpressure Dp/s 0 = 0.5) eliminate the possibility for the rupture arrest and lead to the unabated seismic slip in the entire range of the fault uniform prestress. At least, in the confines of our simplified fault model.
Discussion

Assumption of Rate-Independent Slip Weakening
[69] The classic concept of the rate-and state-dependent friction [Dieterich, 1979; Ruina, 1983] can be described, for example, by the friction "ageing" law [Ruina, 1983] 
where q is the state variable, d c is the characteristic strengthevolution slip distance, a (not to be mistaken for the crack half length a or a c used otherwise in this work) and b are the frictional parameters quantifying the dependence of friction on slip rate and "state" of the frictional surface, respectively, and f o is the frictional coefficient at the reference rate for the nucleation patch when a/b ≪ 1. Here w = b/d c is the slip-weakening rate of friction when recast in terms of rate and state friction parameters, b and d c . Rubin and Ampuero [2005] and Ampuero and Rubin [2008] have further shown that the nucleation patch length scale increases with increasing ratio a/b from the minimum value given by (36) to the following asymptotic form as a/b → 1:
Here t p À t r ∝ bs 0 is the frictional strength drop from the peak (t p ) to the residual (t r ) strength level, which is accomplished in the small end-zones near the tips of the nucleation patch, and t b À t r ∝ (b À a)s 0 is the stress drop from the background (t b ) to the quasi-uniform residual (≈t r ) level in the interior of the patch. Substituting the expression for the slip-weakening stress rate in terms of the strength drop over the slip-weakening distance d r , ws 0 = (t p À t r )/d r in (37), shows that this nucleation length scale is identical to the Andrews ' [1976] expression for the maximum extent of a slipweakening, quasi-static crack, before the onset of dynamic propagation. Uenishi and Rice's [2003] study has not yielded the nucleation length scale (37) due to the unlimited nature of friction weakening in their model. As shown in section 5.4, nucleation in a slip-weakening model with residual friction does recover length scale (32), which is similar to (37), when the prestress value is close to the residual value of the ambient strength. In other words, length scale (37) can be interpreted in the framework of a slip-weakening model with residual friction when most of the weakening takes place near the fracture tips (small scale yielding).
[70] "Rate and state" frictional law (35) with fixed d c is experimentally justified for some fault conditions, such as low velocity (aseismic) sliding on bare rock surfaces or on thin gouge layers [e.g., Marone, 1998 ]. This law, however, does not necessarily work well for sliding on thicker gouge layers where redistribution and localization of shear strain with incurred slip [e.g., Marone et al., 1992; Beeler et al., 1996] is likely to correspond to changing the state evolution distance d c with evolving shear zone thickness and may lead to a change of frictional stability (sign of a À b). The evidence of nontrivial internal structure and slip localization within ultracataclastic gouges of exhumed mature fault zones [e.g., Chester et al., 1993; Chester and Chester, 1998; Wibberley and Shimamoto, 2003 ] is well established. Although the slipweakening friction law is not always physically justified, it does adequately describe the post-failure phase of triaxial compression of granite [Rummel et al., 1978; Rice, 1980; Wong, 1986] , and the post-localization stage in plane-strain compression of cohesionless materials (a proxy for fault gouge) [e.g., Han and Vardoulakis, 1991] . Furthermore, if the rate-and state-dependent framework is a valid physical representation of the fault friction (e.g., for aseismic slip on bare rock surfaces [Marone, 1998 ]), the above correspondence of the end-members indicate that the simplified slip-weakening friction framework may be asymptotically accurate at least in the limits of a/b ≪ 1 and a/b = 1.
Slip Weakening Scale, Nucleation Length, and Dynamic Run-Out Distance
[71] Uenishi and Rice [2003] suggest that a laboratoryderived rate-and state-dependent ageing friction law (35) for an established slip surface [Ruina, 1983] can be approximated, over a range of slip distances, by a linear slip dependence (5) with the slip-weakening rate w ≈ b/d c , where b ≈ 0.015 and d c ≈ 5 to 100 mm are the typical values of the friction parameter and the state-evolution distance [e.g., Marone, 1998 ], respectively. They further find that the calculated range of w ≈ 0.15 to 3/mm is broadly consistent with the values of slip-weakening rate W = ws 0 of the frictional strength inferred by Rice [1980] and Wong [1986] from the postfailure stage of triaxial experiments on initially intact granite specimens [Rummel et al., 1978] . For characteristic values w ≈ 0.7/mm, f p = 0.8, m* $ 30 GPa, and s o $ 50 MPa (ambient conditions at 3 km depth), the characteristic slip and the characteristic crack length are d w = f p /w ≈ 1.2 mm and a w = (m*/t p )d w ≈ 0.9 m, respectively. Roughly an order of magnitude variation centered about these values is plausible according to the estimated range for w.
[72] As seen from equations (24) and (25) and Figures 8a and 8b, the crack length at the nucleation of dynamic rupture scales with a w through the strength-stress ratio: 2a c ≈ 1.2(t p /t b )a w . Thus, the nucleation patch is at its minimum size ≈1.1 m on critically stressed (favorably oriented) faults, and increases inversely proportionally to the decreasing background stress for less critically loaded faults. The minimum possible size of an induced seismic event in the crust corresponds to the dynamic slip on a favorably oriented, preexisting fracture, arrested soon after its nucleation. The arrest may happen due to the physical barriers to rupture propagation presented, for example, by the limited extent of the pre-existing discontinuity, suggesting the minimum rupture area $4a c 2 $ 1 m 2 . If a typical stress drop of 3 MPa is employed, the calculated moment magnitude [Hanks and Kanamori, 1979] of the smallest earthquake is M w ≈ À1.6 (AE1.7), where the spread corresponds to the possible range of w and, therefore, of a w . This magnitude range is consistent with the typical measured microseismicity induced by hydraulic fracturing [Rutledge et al., 2004] .
[73] Many well-studied mature fault zones are not favorably oriented to the existing stress field, and, therefore, operate at low background shear stress. For example, Townend and Zoback [2004] estimate from in-situ stress measurements t b /s 0 $ 0.06 À 0.3 for the San Andreas fault (SAF). Similarly, Brune et al. [1969] and Lachenbruch and Sass [1980] suggest t b /s 0 ≲ 0.1 to explain the lack of a detectable heat flow anomaly. This implies higher overpressure to activate the fault slip, and a nucleation patch size roughly 3 to 10 times larger than the above estimates for the critically stressed fractures in the crust. For example, t b /s 0 = 0.2 and, as before, a w = 0.9 m, give the nucleation patch 2a c ≈ 4.4 m.
[74] Note that in many cases in this paper we normalize quantities of the length dimension by a w . Therefore, for a w ≃ 1 m, the corresponding dimensionless results (and plots) can be viewed as dimensional, expressed in meters.
[75] The run-out distance of seismic events on unfavorably oriented (t b < t r ) but extensive (large) fractures or faults is likely to be constrained by the limited nature of the friction slip-weakening (rather than by physical barriers such as fracture "tips", intersections, etc.), unless the events become large enough to activate other (dynamic) weakening mechanisms, which can allow an entire fault or a large fault segment to rupture. For laboratory shear fracture of initially intact granite, the slip weakening distance is approximately d r ≈ 0.5 mm [Rice, 1980; Wong, 1986; Uenishi and Rice, 2003] , and the corresponding ratio of residual-to-peak friction is f r /f p = 1 À d r /d w ≈ 0.6, where, as before, d w ≈ 1.2 mm. Examples of numerical calculations with f r /f p = 0.6 (Figures 10b and 10c) and the s.s.y. analysis (section 5.2 and Figure S3a in the auxiliary material) suggest that the dynamic run-out distance can vary between the order of nucleation size 2a c to length scale 2 ffiffiffiffiffiffi ffi at c p of the pressurized region. The latter is at its maximum when the conditions of the marginal pressurization are approached. This may happen when a process with pore pressure slowly increasing up to and above the minimum value required to activate the slip (equation (6)) is realized. Considering, for example, marginal pressurization with overpressure 5% above the minimum slip-activation value, we estimate from (17) that ffiffiffiffiffiffi ffi at c p ≈ 10a c . Thus, for the nucleation size of 2a c ≈ 4.4 m estimated above, the run-out distance may vary, depending on the pressurization conditions, between roughly 4.4 and 44 m. The corresponding moment magnitude varies between À0.4 and 1.6, although a wider range of M w ≈ À2 to 3 is also plausible for the possible range of the rate-weakening w values.
Time to Instability
[76] Permeability of the fractured fault rocks and gouge constituting a major fault zone varies over many orders of magnitude. For example, according to Wibberley and Shimamoto [2003] for the Medium Tectonic Line fault, k $ 10 À19 À 10 À15 m 2 at s o $ 50 MPa. Here, lower values are characteristic of both the centimeters-thick central ultracataclastic gouge layer, which accommodates the majority of slip, and undamaged rock, which is typically 10s to 100s of meters away from the fault [e.g., Chester et al., 1993] . Higher values of this permeability range represent the foliated gouges and highly fractured rock at intermediate distances. It is plausible to assume that it is the higher values of the permeability spectrum that control fluid transport along the fault (if the source of fluid overpressure is within the damaged zone of the fault). Therefore, taking k ≈ 10 À16 m 2 , pore space expansivity b n $ 10/GPa [e.g., Wibberley, 2002] , pore fluid compressibility b f $ 1/GPa, porosity n = 0.05, and fluid viscosity h $ 10 À3 Pa Á s, we estimate along-the-fault diffusivity a = (k/h)/(n(b f + b n )) [e.g., Rice, 2006] as $10 À3 m 2 /s. The corresponding characteristic diffusion timescale is t w = a w 2 /a ≈ 15 min when a w ≈ 1 m, but may vary by an order of magnitude (plus or minus) for the possible range of a w .
[77] The time to instability t c roughly scales with t w for the intermediate values of understress t p À t b (Figures 8c  and 8d ). However, t c ≪ t w for the critically stressed (t b ≈ t p ) and t c ≫ t w for the marginally pressurized ( f p Dp ≈ t p À t b ) end-member cases. Therefore, the favorably oriented, critically stressed fractures nucleate dynamic slip on a timescale less than a minute, while the unfavorably oriented, understressed faults may take hours and days to nucleate even when the source of the overpressure is in the close vicinity of the principal slip plane.
Injection-Induced Seismicity
[78] The discussed mechanisms for nucleating and sustaining dynamic slip due to local pore pressure increase in the crust may indicate the following pattern for injectioninduced seismicity in the vicinity of a large fault.
[79] Pore fluid pressure increase due to the injection may first activate slip on favorably oriented (possibly critically stressed) fractures which are likely to be prolific within the wide damage zone associated with a well-developed fault. This initially stable slip may transition into dynamic one, but be promptly arrested at the pre-existing fracture tips leading to contained microseismicity spreading along the fault with the pore fluid diffusion front.
[80] Larger pore fluid overpressure is required to activate slip on a less favorably oriented principal fault plane. If the pore pressure is to increase continuously to a point of activating slip on the principal fault plane, the corresponding nucleation condition is that of a marginally pressurized fault. This nucleation condition can eventually be reached if pressurization is maintained over the required large nucleation time and the overpressure margin is sufficient to overcome natural variations of the local prestress and strength (which can otherwise precipitate earlier arrest of dynamic rupture). This results in potentially the largest dynamic slip run-out distances. As discussed in section 6, the nucleation under marginally pressurized conditions (on unfavorably oriented, but well-developed fault plane) and the associated large run-out distance may lead to the activation of dynamic weakening mechanisms and to the unabated rupture propagation spanning a large fault segment.
[81] The outlined process of seismicity development may have two distinct observables. First, we expect the change of the focal mechanism between the favorably oriented fractures (e.g., in the damage zone adjacent to the fault) and unfavorably oriented fault (principal) slip surface. Consequently, there may be an increase in the event magnitudes associated with the mechanism change. This may signal nucleation on less-favorably oriented, but much better developed (extended) fault planes. The Denver injectioninduced seismicity of 1962-68 [Healy et al., 1968; Hsieh and Bredehoeft, 1981] may provide an example of such a focal mechanism change. Specifically, Healy et al. [1968] inferred the right-lateral strike-slip mechanism for microseismicity recorded by a dense seismic station network during two months in 1966, just before the injection was permanently ended. Three large shocks with magnitude 5+ that shook the Denver area more than a year later were studied by Herrmann et al. [1981] , who concluded that these were dip-slip events on a normal fault dipping at about 55 . The two disparate focal mechanisms (strike-slip microseismicity and dip-slip earthquakes) inferred in these two studies may be reconciled within the framework of injectioninduced seismicity developing in the vicinity of a large fault as suggested above.
[82] Second, due to the effect of dynamic weakening, we also expect the possible lack of intermediate size events, which may manifest itself as a gap in the earthquake magnitude range. For example, Healy et al. [1968] reported an order of magnitude gap between small and large earthquakes in the case of Denver seismicity. In less restrictive terms, there may be a deficiency of an intermediate magnitude range in the frequency-magnitude relation as, for instance, was observed in the case of Basel seismicity induced during stimulation of a geothermal reservoir [e.g., Deichmann and Giardini, 2009] . In general, the lower bound of the magnitude deficiency range may correspond to the maximum runout distance on a marginally pressurized fault plane that has not yet resulted in the activation of the dynamic weakening, capable of sustaining seismic slip.
Conclusions
[83] We have studied nucleation and arrest of the dynamic slip on a pressurized, slip-weakening fault in a uniform background stress field. The pressurization takes place from a fluid source and leads to the activation of slip over a patch on the fault. We made a number of simplifying assumptions regarding (1) fluid source and fault loading, which allowed us to treat the slipping patch as a 2-D (mode II or III) crack, (2) nature of the weakening of the fault gouge, (3) homogeneity of the fault gouge properties and stress along the fault, and (4) negligible poroelastic and inelastic effects such as gouge dilatancy and change of the fluid transport properties of the gouge with the slip. These assumptions may warrant revisiting the results of this study within a more complete model. However, albeit these simplifications, the model captures the essential interplay between the deformation, fluid flow, and fault slip as it may lead to the development of the dynamic slip nucleation. Specifically, we show how the initially quasi-static expansion of the slipping patch, paced by the along-the-fault diffusion, may eventually lead to the instability and transition into dynamic rupture due to the slip-weakening nature of the fault friction. Furthermore, depending on the loading conditions, overpressure, and residual level of the fault strength, the dynamic slip can be potentially arrested, with the possibility to be renucleated again at a greater scale. Figure 11 shows a map of slip regimes in the space of these parameters.
[84] We provide a framework for analysis of the stated problem, which builds on the methodology of Uenishi and Rice [2003] , used by these authors to study the instability on dry or drained slip-weakening faults. A similar approach has been recently used in the independent study of a problem of slip nucleation due to a locally elevated pore pressure in relation to landsliding [Viesca and Rice, 2012] . In this work, we provide a solution not limited to a particular injection scenario, to a permeability contrast between a fault and a host rock, or to the location of a fluid source (on or off the fault plane), in the two limiting cases of the fault loading, corresponding to the critically loaded and marginally pressurized faults. Prestress on a critically loaded fault is close to the static failure condition and only a small (spatially and magnitude-wise) pressure perturbation is required to activate the fault slip. In the case of marginally pressurized faults, when locally peaked fluid overpressure is just enough to activate the slip, prolonged injection time is required to reach the dynamic instability (nucleation of dynamic slip). These asymptotic end-members provide bounds to the general solution, obtained numerically for a particular injection scenario corresponding to the fluid source on the fault (characterized by the elevated permeability compared to the host rock and by either constant overpressure or constant flow rate conditions). Our main results are recounted below.
[85] 1. Fault is ultimately unstable when background shear stress exceeds the residual static strength (t b > t r ). (11)) with the prefactor ∝ t p /t b , and, therefore, only mildly depends on the prestress t b (regimes 2a and 2c in Figure 11 ). The situation is different when t b is just slightly larger than the residual strength t r (i.e., near the transition from the ultimately unstable to the stable fault-loading). In this case, the (re-) nucleation patch increases strongly with diminishing t b and becomes unbounded (∝ a w (t p À t r ) 2 /(t b À t r ) 2 ) with t b approaching t r . The latter behavior is a subset of regimes 2b and 3 in Figure 11 (adjacent to their vertical boundary), where the (re-) nucleation process is affected by the fault residual strength.
[87] 3. No dynamic slip nucleation is observed on the ultimately stable faults (t b < t r ) for large fluid overpressure and intermediate values of the fault understress, that is, away from the two end-member cases of the critically loaded (small understress) and marginally pressurized fault, respectively (regime 4 in Figure 11 ). This is a consequence of the fact that for a large overpressure (bounded in this study by the value of the fault-normal stress), larger slip is expected earlier, in the quasi-static patch development, resulting in the fault friction reaching its residual value prior to the instability.
[88] 4. Furthermore, the stabilizing effect of increasing overpressure is maximized in the limit of incipient hydraulic fracturing (i.e., when the overpressure at the fluid source is equal to the ambient effective stress normal to the fault). In this limit, the instability is suppressed entirely on ultimately stable faults.
[89] 5. For moderate values of fluid overpressure that are still sufficient to activate the slip, even the ultimately stable faults undergo a temporal episode of dynamic slip (regime 2c in Figure 11 ).
[90] 6. Although counterintuitive, the dynamic run-out distance and accumulated slip are the largest for the lowest value of fluid overpressure that can still activate the fault slip on marginally pressurized faults.
[91] 7. Marginally pressurized faults are the most vulnerable to the activation of dynamic weakening mechanisms (such as thermal pressurization or flash heating on asperities) capable of sustaining the earthquake slip, once nucleated. This is consistent with observations that largest injectioninduced seismic events occur well after the end of injection [e.g., Healy et al., 1968] .
[92] 8. On the other hand, slip on marginally pressurized faults is expected to be the most sensitive to natural variations of the local prestress and fault strength. Such variation may precipitate earlier arrest of dynamic rupture. Placing further constraints on dynamic rupture arrest has to include characteristics of the fault prestress and strength heterogeneity [e.g., Ampuero et al., 2006] .
[93] 9. Finally, it is important to stress again the existence of a range of parameters (e.g., regions 2a, 2b, and 3 in Figure 11 ) for which the run-out distance of dynamic rupture can be theoretically unlimited or, in practice, very large. Since the large run-out distance may result in a large (and delayed) earthquake, one may want to keep this in mind during manipulations with subsurface fluids such as geothermal energy recovery, hydraulic fracturing, geological (CO 2 ) sequestration, and deep mining and petroleum operations. Because locations of mature faults are often unknown even in well-developed provinces, extensive geological reconnaissance is of utmost significance to support case-specific analyses based on this work or on another theoretical framework.
[97] An approximate solution is obtained by truncating the above series to the first N terms. Equating expressions for the stress perturbation resulting from (A2) with (A3) and from (A4) at the N collocation points q(x k ) = (p/2)(2k À 1)/ N (k = 1, …, N) along the crack, (x k À x 0 )/a ∈ (1, À1), yields a system of algebraic equations for B i (i = 1, …, N). The latter, together with the two slip-rate finiteness conditions (A5), results in the system of N + 2 equations for N + 2 unknowns a/a w , x 0 /a, and coefficients B 1,…,N .
[98] For a symmetric crack, x 0 /a = 0 and the evennumbered terms in (A3) are nil, i.e., B 2,4,6… = 0 and (A5b) is automatically satisfied. In this case, an odd N and the first (N + 1)/2 collocation points along the positive half of the crack, x/a ∈ (1, 0], are used to evaluate the elasticity equation (A2) with (A4). The resulting system of (N + 3)/2 algebraic equations together with the non-trivial finiteness condition (A5a) is solved for a/a w and the (N + 1)/2 oddnumbered coefficients B 1,3,5,…,N . Results reported in this work have been obtained using N = 100 expansion terms.
A2. Piecewise Constant Slip Method
[99] In this method, the slip is approximated by a piecewise constant distribution over 2N uniformly spaced elements (DX = 1/N) with midpoints X j = jDX (j = ÀN, …, N), where, as already defined before, X = (x À x 0 )/a ∈ [À1, 1] is the normalized coordinate along the crack. This discretization leads to the well-known approximation for the elastic stress perturbation (A1) at the grid points [e.g., Uenishi and Rice, 2003] :
where K ij = À1/(2pDX[(i À j) 2 À1/4]) and d(AENDX) = 0. Note that the stress and slip in (A6) are expressed in terms of the normalized coordinate X rather than the dimensional x in the original equation (A1). Equating (A6) evaluated at the interior grid points (ÀN < i < N ) to the corresponding expressions from the constitutive law (A2) yields 2N À 2 algebraic equations on the same number of the slip unknowns. Solution of this set depends on the crack length a, eccentricity x 0 , and the background stress t b . Quantities a and x 0 are related to t b by the finiteness conditions (2). In the case of the symmetric crack, x 0 = 0, and the relevant finiteness condition (the first in (2)) is evaluated using (A2) and the slip discretization as follows: [100] When using the above numerical scheme to solve for the slip and the slipping patch length as a function of the background stress t b (and time t, which enters as a parameter in the pore pressure for a given injection scenario), we found it more convenient to specify the crack length (and time) and solve for t b and slip d. Results reported in this paper have been obtained for 2N = 120 discretization elements along the crack, which yields an accurate solution within the reported range of the normalized crack length and injection time.
Comparison of the numerical results obtained by two different methods (i.e., by the polynomial expansion method described in section A1 and the discretization method discussed above) for the case of friction law with unlimited slip-weakening shows that the difference is practically negligible.
Appendix B: Asymptotics of Marginally Pressurized Fault (f p Dp ≃ t p À t b ) at Slip Instability [101] As discussed in section 4.1, in this case, the normalized slip d/d w is expected to be small, and so is the deviation of fluid pressure p(x) along the crack from its value at the center p o + Dp. In addition, f(d)/f p = 1 À d/d w according to (5). Therefore, approximation (f(d)/f p )(p(x) À p o ) ≃ Dp À Dp(d/d w ) À (Dp À (p(x) À p o )) is valid and can be substituted into the expression (A2) for the normalized stress perturbation along the crack. After rearranging terms, we obtain
The first term = ( f p Dp À (t p À t b ))/t b in the right hand side is a small dimensionless parameter, which scales other terms in (B1), including the normalized stress perturbation in the left hand side. Equating (B1) to the elasticity integral (A1) with the crack length asymptote (16), and dividing the result by, we obtain
where F(x/a) is the scaled pressure drop along the crack, which, in view of the near-uniformity of the pressure along the crack, can be further approximated by the Taylor series expansion at the crack center:
Here Taylor coefficients
and only the first non-zero term is to be considered in expansion (B3). The linear term is non-zero when, for example, the fluid is injected into a transversely impermeable fault zone (e.g., equation (7) with (8) or (9)) and the quadratic term is negligible. On the other hand, the linear term is null when the pressure profile is smooth at the crack center (i.e., (dp/dx) x=0 = 0), such as the case of fluid injection at a distance from the fault plane (equations (7) and (10)).
[102] Equations (B2) and (B3) together with the appropriately normalized first finiteness condition in (2) are solved for the scaled slip distribution d(x)/( d w ) and either A 1 , when (dp/dx) x=0 ≠ 0, or A 2 , otherwise, using the Chebyshev polynomial representation method (described in section A1 for a similar problem) and considering the crack length a known. The two numerical solutions at nucleation (a = a c ≃ 0.579a w ) for injection scenarios such as (8) (or (9)) and (10) are given by 
We finally make use of expression ffiffiffiffiffi at p /a = (a w /a)(P / R ∞ À∞ P(s)ds), as follows from (C4), and relationship ≡ (Dp/s 0 ) À1 = (t p À t b )/f p Dp between the inner and outer small parameters, to evaluate slip (C17) at the instability 
where the numerical values of P, Dp(t), a/a w , d 2 (0), and d(0) at the instability were utilized (section C1). The value of C depends upon the specific distribution P(s). For constant overpressure and constant injection rate, P(x) is given by (8) and (9), resulting in C = 4.0935 and C = 3.9000, respectively.
Appendix D: Improved S.S.Y. Asymptotics
[112] Consider an auxiliary problem of slip propagation on a uniformly loaded fault with limited slip-weakening and uniform pore pressure. This problem is mathematically identical to that of a cohesive crack with linear softening and propagating under uniform far-field tension in the "fixedgrip" conditions studied by Dempsey et al. [2010] . Let the size of the end zone be d and the length of the "traction-free" part of the crack b = a À d. Dempsey et al. [2010] [116] The obtained equations provide asymptotic expressions for the length of the arrested dynamic rupture (equation (E1)) and the corresponding accumulated peak slip at the crack center (equation (E2)) for a marginally pressurized fault ( f p Dp ≃ t p À t b ). In both (E1) and (E2), time t = t c is the nucleation time. For a particular pressurization scenario (7), characterized by a constant overpressure and along-the-fault diffusion, t c is given by (17). For this scenario, the crack length and peak slip are exemplified in Figure S3 in the auxiliary material for various values of the residual-to-peak friction ratio f r /f p .
[117] Comparison of asymptote (E1) with the full s.s.y. solution for the arrested rupture size in Figure S4 in the auxiliary material shows that (E1) is an accurate approximation for very large size of the pressurized region ffiffiffiffiffi at p /a w ≳ 10 3 at the nucleation/arrest of the dynamic rupture driven by moderate overpressure. In other words, in view of (17), the fluid overpressure Dp has to be within 0.1% of the understress value at the slip activation, (t p À t b )/f p , for the asymptote (E1) and (E2) to hold. For a less restrictive overpressure margin, the asymptotic expressions (E1) and (E2) are less accurate, yet provide an adequate order-ofmagnitude estimate of the run-out distance of dynamic rupture and the associate fault slip. For example, Dp = 1% corresponds to about 20% error in the predicted arrested crack length ( Figure S4 in the auxiliary material). Figure 9b , left).
